) is a gritty, harsh, abrasive, and often troubling picture of life in the Old West. In all its gritty harshness the series wrestles with questions that are common to human beings in any time: What is a person's place and purpose in life? How do we make sense of evil? How do we define it, resist it, qualify it, or answer it? What do we think (and believe) about suffering? Where is God in all of this?
The Bible is quoted frequently in the first season of Deadwood. Quotations from 1 Corinthians 12, Psalm 24, Proverbs 16, and Romans 2, 7, and 8 serve as grist for reflection on vocation, purpose, and meaning in life. The book of Job is not quoted in the series, either directly or indirectly, and this may beg the question as to why a comparison with that particular biblical book is suggested here. The key is in the central question of the book of Job, a question that the drama of Deadwood echoes-the question of suffering and the role that God plays in it.
The problem of suffering is dealt with, on the streets of Deadwood, primarily in the interaction of two of the supporting characters, the Rev. H. W. Smith (Ray McKinnon) and Doc. Cochran (Brad Dourif). Cochran is the settlement's resident doctor, a former army doctor who has fled West following the Civil War; he wrestles with the guilt associated with the deaths of so many of his patients that he was unable to prevent. Smith is an itinerant preacher who comes to the camp to bring the Word of God, working odd jobs to support himself so that he may perform the duties of a ministerpreaching, care for the sick and dying, and burials. Over the course of the season it becomes clear that Smith is suffering from an ailment that causes seizures and begins to affect not only his daily living, but his faith as well. Both Smith's vocation and his affliction become the focal point for reflection on the complex intersection of faith and suffering.
Unlike the book of Job Deadwood does not set up its reflection in terms of a wager between God and The Satan (for a such a set up in contemporary film see Constantine). However, Deadwood does engage the question of God's role in human suffering and the varied struggles with and reactions that human beings may have in response to this difficult question.
What follows is the dialogue (and in one case monologue) from three scenes from Deadwood that chart a growing struggle with the problem of Rev. Smith's illness. Before each scene is a brief introductory set-up, and following each scene is suggested reading from Job and questions for reflection and conversation.
Scene One (Season 1, Episode 6)
Following an outbreak of smallpox in Deadwood Rev. Smith is helping Doc Cochran care for the sick and the dying. As they visit with the sick Rev. Smith is struck briefly by a seizure; in the aftermath Smith and Cochran discuss his affliction.
Rev. Smith:
" 
Doc:
"Well of course it could, his ways not being ours and so forth. But could he not, Reverend, just want you getting out of here and getting yourself some goddamn rest?"
Read Job 1-4
Reflection Questions:
• What are the different reactions to Job's situation by Job, his wife and his friends? Compare and contrast the reactions to Rev. Smith's situation; by Smith himself, and by Cochran.
• What are the basic assumptions about suffering, life, God, and faith that are shared here?
Scene Two
As Rev. Smith's illness grows worse the Doctor stops in to check on him, and the tension between the ways in which these two men react to the illness grows.
Rev. Smith: "Doctor."
Doc: "I wanna have a look at you."
Rev. Smith: "Alright."
Doc:
"Don't turn your head away Reverend. Being sick ain't nothing to be ashamed of." 
Rev

